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Perennials® Taps into the Wine Country with UNCORKED
JANUARY 2014 - Perennials® high performance fabrics, the preferred choice of leading designers, pops
the top with UNCORKED. This new fabric collection connects with the casual wine country
experience with reversible woven jacquards, linen-like textures, chenilles and velvets in serene
new colorways.
Inspired from vineyards around the world, from Napa to Tuscany and all in between, UNCORKED
introduces eight free-flowing designs to the Perennials collection. The five reversible jacquards are:
Perfect Setting, a vintage still life montage; Leaf Me to It, a contemporary botanical motif; Basket Case,
a nod towards outdoor picnics; Shutter to Think, inspired by plantation shutters and Fiddlesticks, an
abstract foliage composition. Rough Copy is a new linen-like texture with strie color variation, akin to
the quality of Rough ‘n Rowdy (a Perennials favorite). Mimicking an aged handspun silk is the chenille
Old Hand, and the velvet in the collection, Swanky, has an aged appearance and offers a luxurious drape
and hand.

Perfect Setting – Celery; Leaf Me to It – Denim; Shutter to Think – Lavender

The UNCORKED collection brings 20 new colorways, including Celery, Olive, Wheat, Lavender, Dolphin,
Balsamic, Quartz, Oatmeal, Mesa, Silver Lining, Ash, Cactus, Sage, White Sands, Fossil, Violet,
Tumbleweed, Frost, Bronze and Zinc.
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Fiddlesticks – Balsamic; Basket Case – Tutti Frutti; Swanky – Ash

Old Hand – White Sands; Rough Copy - Mesa

Perennials fabrics represent a creative and technological advance in the utilization of solution-dyed
acrylic. All Perennials fabrics are independently lab tested and certified so they comply with or exceed
industry standards, including resistance to soil, water, UV radiation, tearing and abrasion. This
collection features Perennials Nano Seal™ finish for extra protection against the elements. More than
just a coating, Perennials Nano Seal™ is molecularly bonded with the fibers providing long-lasting
protection even after repeated washings. Because Perennials fibers are solution-dyed, the color
permeates to the core, enabling all Perennials fabrics to be guaranteed by a three year colorfastness
warranty.
###
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Perennials fabrics are available to interior designers and architects through fine showrooms worldwide.
To view the collection visit www.perennialsfabrics.com, or call 1-888-322-4773 for further information.
High-resolution images are available upon request.
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